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About This Game

You are Miss Bauxmont, the heiress to the Bauxmont estate. With your mother always away on business trips, you find yourself
infatuated with your personal butler. For several years, you have vied for his attention, but to no avail. However, you are now 17

and your mother has plans for you involving a certain suitor who has come into town.

What will your future hold on the chessboard?

---

Estimated Gameplay Time: 45 minutes - 1 hour

FEATURES:
-5 Endings

-Main Character Name Input
-Love Interest (Butler) Name Input

-Full English Voice Over
-Original Soundtrack by Christopher Escalante

CHARACTERS:
_____ Bauxmont - YOU! You are the heiress to the Bauxmont estate. Raised by the servants, you've been very sheltered and

have grown quite fond of Sophie, your personal maid, and your butler.
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_____ the Butler (CV: Bradley Gareth) - Your Love Interest! Your personal butler whom you can't get out of your mind. After
years of vying for his attention with no success, will you ever be able to obtain his love?

Sophie the Maid (CV: Michaela Laws) - Your best friend and personal maid! She is a silly maid who loves to spoil you and
make you happy on top of making sure your fit for royalty. However, with guests, she is very straightforward and polite; almost

a complete 180 switch.

Lady Bauxmont (CV: Hayden Daviau) - Your mother and current holder of the Bauxmont estate. She is strict and businesslike,
not truly caring about love, but about the future. She is harsh with you, but for good reason.

Isaac Newport (CV: Jonah Scott) - A new suitor. He is gentle and fun, but he's not really the type to have romance. He's merely
the type of guy who wants to care for someone like a little sister.
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Okay so i am in LOVE with this game and when i started playing i noticed 1 thing. That the was semi realistic gravity. so i got
my saws and i put them in a angle pointing down and i put a portal on the end of the sloped "conveor" and i put the blue portal
on the top of the convauer so when i made a steep slope i made basicly a hack were the cycle continues even when the saws run
out the gravity and the portal pulling the body towards it made it possible to make a endless loop. I stopped about at the Acid
when i just decided to make this kown and fixed because it may let you have all the weapons in the game but after that, what do
you do? I know like you test out everything and stuff like that but after all the adventure is taken out.
SO please update the game and make it so that cant be done.MAybe make it so the portal pull is only when the body is 50% or
more into the portal. and make so thta the portal doesnt shoot out the body.. It's a game you can beat 100% in 2 hours or less.
It is more polished than the first one, but after 10 levels it gets repetitive and boring. The levels are easy as hell so don't get your
hopes up.
The soundtrack is great on the other hand.
If you get it on a sale for 50 cents or less the thing you get most out of this game are the easy achievements and trading cards to
level up your steam profile.. I've played way too much CW3 to be able to be objective about those games. But to sum things up
they are strategic, tower defense-ish mechanics focusing on area control and will punish you if you try to do too much at the
same time. It is a very interesting balancing act in prioritizing economy vs towers. The game play is very original but the UI and
graphics are old and outdated.

If you are new to creeper world, get CW3 instead. It is more of the same but objectively better in all areas and has more content.
Story might be a reason for starting with CW first, but personally I never cared for any of the story and skipped it all.

I do however think the CW tutorial is better. Actually CW is almost like the tutorial to CW3. Both in terms of difficulty and
amount of content.

If you have already seen everything there is to see in CW3, then this game is like a study in how the game has evolved
(surprisingly little!), but it's also much easier and will not give you much of a challenge. 100% achievements took me 24h.
Better players can without doubt cut that time in half, and with the amount of optimization those games offers, I'm assuming
speed runs could get it down to less than an hour.

I avoid to mention CW2, because I consider it a unique entry in the series and can stand on it's own legs, and doesn't benefit as
much from a comparison.

Pros:
Hey, it's creeper world. Go get it.

Cons:
I think any complaints you see is about those games mentions that each map plays out similarly once you reach a certain point of
energy production. I think of it as a game characteristic more than a bad point.. Only played this to get the unlocks.. Couldn't
wait for it to be over.. Game is very buggy. Controls are not intuitive and can not be altered without causing other issues.
Graphics leave alot to be desired. Good concept but this game is at least a year from being in what I would consider a playable
state. Should never have been released so early. This game is not in early access state, more like pre-alpha. Don't waste time or
money until there are some major updates not just the minor improved graphics to the game. If the developers spent more time
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fixing the actual gameplay instead of trying to make the game look pretty it might be worth looking at. A pretty looking game is
not necessarily a good game and a game that's not pretty looking is not necessarily a bad game. Seattletek has a great idea but
just needs to focus on the important parts of game developement. Get the mechanics working then make it look good. Not the
other way around. I hope to see more mechanical fixes in the future not more graphical updates.. I highly recommend this game
to anyone who enjoys card games. Both the art and music are beautiful, and the basis of the game is very unique. The developer
is very open, honest, and passionate about making the game all it can be. To him, it isn't just about creating a game, it is about a
creating a friendly, helpful community around the game.

A HUGE plus is once purchased, you own everything, there are no in-game microtransactions. Though some may not mind
them, paying real money for virtual items just seems foolish to me, especially as they can add up fast. That is simply my own
opinion, but I'm a casual gamer to begin with. When I see microtransactions, I think "another way to milk money out of
customers". Wolfgang is VERY animate that such a model will never be a part of this game, and given his straightforward
nature, I have no doubt that is the truth.

Having purchased many Early Access games, I know what a gamble they can be. However, in this particular situation, I believe
the odds are very much in favor of success. Even in its current state, the game feels well designed and stable. This game is a far
cry from some very pre-alpha games on Steam that I can safely say, will almost certainly end up abandoned. Development is
very active and I am very eager to see this game evolve into something the just blows me away even more!

In addition to all the above, the price is extremely reasonable for what one is receiving. Though I am not even close to mastering
the game mechanics yet, I'm very excited about this game, the developer's mindset, and the final product! Once again, I highly
recommend purchasing this game in its current state, and being a part of helping Wolfgang reach his goal of creating something
truly unique and enjoyable!. The fighting part is very weak, especially against multiple enemies. The visual novel part has quite
good (but not great) drawings most of the time but the story is quite lacking. It feels rushed most of the time and overall the
pacing is quite off and I can't say I enjoyed most of the characters and the way they are presented. As part of bundle it was
acceptable experience but not the one I would like to play again and certainly wouldn't pay the asking price for it.. The first
game I've ever played. This game has everything a game in 2002 could offer. Great gameplay, lots of ships and 3 races, a
beautiful Story Mode (sequel of the original Disney movie). You can't imagine how much I would pay for a game like this,
EXACTLY like this, in 2018 with Online servers and good graphics. Oh, and this game supports every resolution, including 4K
and 21:9 (3440x1440). In 2002. Hear that, Capcom?. You're just thrown right into the map, without really knowing what you're
supposed to do.
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Unlike problems with run it on modern windows OS, it runs just fine on Ubuntu (under wine, of course).. Star Ruler is the
perfect example of an indie diamond in the rough. The core realtime 4x gameplay gives you a ton of freedom and ship design is
fun and open, while the game progresses to eventually become really hectic. The customization and stuff isn't overdone to the
point of being spergy like in some of these types of games. However, the game is pretty graphically poor, there being only two
visually distinct sets of ship designs and everything being sort of par for the course budget indie space game graphics. The
studio seems tiny though so can't really fault em that. A bigger issue is that the gameplay tends to degenerate into walling off a
section of the map well enough that the AI can't bust through easily, and then beelining a ship of such a large scale none of the
AIs can deal with it as it blows up planet and sun after planet and sun. The basic resource gameplay is realtime resource chain
management sort of similar to Anno games, at which the AI has perfect micro - the difficulty setting seems to be what bonuses
they get, and I couldn't find a difficulty at which I could have a back-and-forth fight with the AIs. Either I would crush them
outright, fight them to a stalemate then win after two hours of turtling like outlined above, or get totally♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ This game
seems to have a lot of potential for multiplayer but there ain't nobody playin this obscure♥♥♥♥♥indie pile lol. With more
dynamic and varied AI this could be great. The sequel will be something to look forward to, though I gotta say an expansion
fixing some of this would be better, first.

It's a recommend if you dig stuff like Endless Space and Sins of a Solar Empire with a dash of Anno and a pinch of autism
mixed in, then all the polish knocked off. Can't recommend it.

I don't have the *fastest* PC, but I can't get playable framerates even on "fastest" settings.

AMD Phenom x4 820
8GB RAM
GTX660ti

Fix the framerate issues and maybe I'll be back.. I am not able to launch the program for the tools. I own a copy of the game
from steam and when I try to download the tools, it just launches the game. Can someone please help? I do reccomend the base
game though.. Cannot. Recommend. Enough. This game has more personality, gameplay and joy in it's measley 15mbs then
some games manage in 15gbs. It's a case of the easy to learn, hard to master trope when it comes to employing the different
types of grenade to their most devasting effects and getting used to the dynamic behaviour of the humble yet ever present
explosion. However even the simplest of lucky shots or corner rebounds are satisfying thanks to the bright effects and puddles
of pixelated mush enemies leave behind.

It is not the deepest game, but highly satisfying and perfect for either one quick mission or an hour or two of blasting your way
through wrecked ships.
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